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Where is the Echoing Wall of Poetry?1 

Interviewee: Zhen Zhang 张真; Interviewers采访者: Zhou Zan 周瓒 and Sun Yi伊索尔
Translator翻译：Wenxin XIAO肖文馨

Note: This interview was conducted by Zhou Zan and Sun Yi with Zhang Zhen in New York in October 2008. It was 

originally published in Chinese in New Poetry Review, Peking University Press, June 2011. This is its English version, 

translated for this journal issue. 

 

New Poetry and the Vibrations of an Era

Question from Zhou Zan and Sun Yi: When did you start writing? Why did you choose poetry over other genres to 

start writing?

Answer from Zhen Zhang: My writing began in middle school, about mid to late 1970s, around the age of fifteen. I was 

in my adolescence and enjoyed Chinese lessons, especially classical Chinese poetry. I remember having a copy of History 

of Chinese Literature (中国文学史) by Liu Dajie (刘大杰) on hand at the time, and although it was not an anthology of 

poetry, many works of classical Chinese poetry were quoted. Then I was intermittently exposed to some modern Chinese 

poetry, which was very beautiful, and felt that it contrasted with daily life in Shanghai and the noise of the late Cultural 

Revolution, and was a realm that I could enter. At that time, I also enjoyed journaling. It was in a diary that I started to 

write some short poems, imitating the format of classical Chinese poetry. I don’t remember what I actually wrote, proba-

bly stanzas, heptameter or something. As for modern-style poetry or free verse writing, it started relatively late, probably 

after I went to the Department of Journalism at Fudan University in 1980. At that time, students at Fudan University, East 

China Normal University, and Shanghai Normal University were very active in poetry writing, while being exposed to 

the poetry by the Today group and other active groups in Shanghai and elsewhere. Therefore, between the college stu-

dents’ poems and the voices of new poetry from Beijing, I began to write new poems seriously. 

Q: In which journals were your earliest poems published?

A: The earliest poems? I don’t remember much. The Fudan Poetry Society had its own publication called Poetry Till-

ing the Soil (诗耕地), and some of my early poems were published in it. The title of the journal Poetry Tilling the Soil 

seems to be related to the journal of the same name founded by Zou Difan (邹荻帆) and Yao Ben (姚奔) from Fudan in 

Beifu, Chongqing in the 1930s, during war time. Some advisors of the Fudan Poetry Society were alumni from the Re-

publican period, and some were famous poets in Shanghai in the 1980s. For example, Li Huanyi (黎焕颐), who started 

writing poetry in the 1950s and then fell silent during the Cultural Revolution, became active again at that time. They 

were senior poets as well as alumni, and were happy to join us, which brought a distant echo of the ‘New Poetry’ to a 

new generation. Their participation was an inspiration for us, because I think the early poetry movement around and 

after May Fourth should be retraced as part of a historical chain which influenced poetry activities after the 1980s. 
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Q: When it comes to poetry writing in the early 1980s, poetry activities, and the trend of fiction writing in Today (今天), 

they all need to be re-connected to May Fourth literature—a link that has been broken for a long time. 

A: That’s true. The forms of our organization, such as associations, our experimentation in writing, and our experi-

mentation in language, were all in one way or another related to the historical tradition of the May Fourth Movement 

and modern vernacular literature. At that time, I was exposed to a lot of translated literature, such as poetry, novels, 

and plays, and literary works from the May Fourth period were also republished. For example, I was impressed by the 

poetry of Xu Zhimo (徐志摩), who was from the same town as my father. I remember making a special trip back to 

his grave in Haining, Zhejiang to pay my respects, and felt like there was a connection between us. At that time, I also 

paid special attention to Russian poetry. Although I had read a lot of Soviet literature and watched many Soviet films, 

I felt very different when I was exposed to Pushkin’s poetry again. In middle school we did some kind of required 

farming boot camp (学农) in the countryside of Pudong. My friends and I sat on a sun-parched field under the stars, 

reading Pushkin’s poetry with a flashlight. Although these friends did not actually take the path of poetry writing, I 

still remember their love for poetry. The pursuit of poetry, the pursuit of romance, and the desire for new literary ex-

pressions, had taken root in many young minds, which I think was a very common societal passion back then. At that 

time, we hand-copied many poems. After a few times copying, we seemed to have the confidence that we could also 

write poems. 

During college, I was lucky to meet a senior, Jing Xiaodong (景晓东), who was like a mentor to me. Jing was a Beijing 

native who participated in the April 5 Tiananmen Incident in 1976, and came to Fudan to study philosophy. Socially 

and politically experienced, he brought the voice of Beijing poetry to us. I was a freshman, naïve and full of passion for 

social change, but did not know where to start. It was he who first lent me various mimeographed poetry collections 

from Today, which I read and re-read on the bunker bed in our dormitory at Fudan, with candles lit in the mosquito 

net, copying them out in a small notebook which cost a few cents, and then passing them around among friends. 

Q: You spent three years at Fudan University from 1980 to 1983, when the Fudan Poetry Society seemed to be a very 

active poetry group.

A: Very active indeed. It is evident from the early editions of Poetry Tilling the Soil. However, the Fudan Poetry Soci-

ety was also a rather mixed group, with socially experienced members like Jing Xiaodong from Beijing, and innocent 

young students focused on expressing their personal emotions, as well as some members who later became enthusiastic 

about becoming part of mainstream literature. Internal divisions slowly arose in the group. We were so enthusiastic 

that we mimeographed the journal ourselves, and I served as a member of the editorial board. I also co-created a publi-

cation with some friends from East China Normal University and Shanghai Normal University. It was a smaller, ama-

teurish mimeograph, which was also the earliest place to publish my own poetry. The Fudan poetry society held sever-

al large-scale poetry readings, and the school auditorium was filled to capacity with thousands of people. I remember 

once I recited one of my own poems. Now I feel very embarrassed because the poem was very long, with a Beethoven 

symphony as background music! But the audience seemed really enchanted. Poetry recitation at that time was a pop-

ular genre on stage and on television.  We stood on the stage in a serious manner, reciting and performing like profes-

sional actors. The audience was also interactive. It seems a bit funny looking back now, but their public orientation and 
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performative nature were also the better parts of poetry activities back then. The reverberation of space and the stirring 

of the crowd’s emotional responses were very interesting and really exciting. 

Q: How many poems did you write during your time at Fudan University? Are they all included in your own poetry 

collection?2

A: Many, about a few hundred poems. I deleted quite a few when I compiled my own poetry collection. Some were re-

vised and refined later on, published in major journals, and then included in the poetry collection when I felt they were 

ready to be read by others.

Q: You mentioned the vocal ‘reverberation of space’ at the recital. If you were in that space again, with that same kind 

of light and the same kind of audience, how would you describe your feelings back then?

A: I can describe the scene in some detail, it’s still so vivid. The auditorium was a public space with many uses, such 

as meetings, presentations, film screenings, and cultural performances. It was at the far west end of the campus, and 

the dormitory for us journalism students was at the far east end. The campus is so large that to get to the auditorium, 

we had to cross the entire campus. After dinner, everyone rode their bicycles with one person on the back seat, sum-

moning their friends, roaring off to the auditorium. I was also some kind of celebrity in the university, ha ha, with 

slightly permed short hair, very ‘modern’ and ‘unconventional’, crossing the entire campus on a bicycle, or sometimes 

on my father’s light motorcycle. Now that I think about it, I might have been influenced by the various new woman and 

modern girl figures of the early twentieth century and unconsciously followed them. My clothes were also very fash-

ionable, with pointed collars and flared pants.  I was one of the first people in the university to wear these clothes, ha 

ha, and was criticized by the class’s political guidance councillor, because I was not only the best and the most popular 

student, but also a potentially ‘dangerous’ student due to my flamboyant style and norm-defying behaviour. Standing 

on the stage with the blinding lights, the auditorium was so huge and dark that I couldn’t see the last row. Everyone 

was so excited! We not only recited our own poems but also interspersed them with some poems that everyone was 

familiar with, like many poems from the poets of Today. These poems were recited together, on and off stage. The per-

formative, public, and interactive nature of poetry at the time, much like rock music later on, had an infectious, incitant 

power. This was not only the arousal of youthful libido, a desire for love and freedom, but also an implicit yet urgent 

need for all Chinese society at the time to break out of its confinement. It was an unforgettable era.

Q: After all these years, you have also been exposed to and involved in many poetry activities abroad. As your writing 

has changed, are you still able to envision such a form of poetry performance? Are you still able to recite poems as you 

did back then?

A: This is an interesting question. The China of that era seemed very suited to poetry recitation. My later poems are 

more personal, intimate, and introspective, and no longer seem suitable for that kind of public recitation. I was still 

very young during college, and as Shen Rui (沈睿) mentioned in the foreword for my poetry collection Dream Loft (梦

中楼阁), my poems at that time were a mixture of imitation and innovation. They stemmed from a collective uncon-

scious, pulsed with the rhythm of a collective ideology, trying to find a common voice for China and society at that 
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time. This kind of poetry seems more suitable for public recitation and more likely to resonate with an audience. In-

fused with my young, feminine characteristics, my poems were sensitive, warm, and easier to react to.

Q: Did you try to write in other genres at that time? For example, fiction.

A: I did. I had wanted to be a writer since I was a child. I was so eager that I read everything that I could access, from 

Dostoevsky to contemporary Chinese writers. I wanted to write in every genre—fiction, poetry, essays, and even 

film scripts. In a word, perhaps it was just a desire to express myself. In those days, the ‘model’ for fiction writing 

was mainly ‘scar literature’, but I had no personal stories to tell, so I made them up. But they were unsuccessful. They 

could only be considered exercises or practice, and were never published. 

Q: In the 1980s, besides Pushkin and the poets from Today, which other poets had a great influence on your writing?

A: Shu Ting (舒婷) had a big influence on me because she was the first post-Mao modern female poet who stood out. 

Because of her, I also learned about He Qifang (何其芳), so I went back to read his poems. In fact, the influence of Shu 

Ting, Gu Cheng (顾城), Jiang He (江河), and Yang Lian 杨炼 could be seen in my early experiments. Bei Dao (北岛) 

was a little less influential, probably because I could connect with those more emotionally expressive poets more easi-

ly. Interestingly, I soon got to know these poets myself: Yang Lian participated in one of our poetry activities at Fudan; 

Gu Cheng also lived in Shanghai at that time; Bei Dao worked as a reporter at New Observer magazine (in 1981, then 

went to China Report until 1985) and often came to Shanghai for his work. Jing Xiaodong introduced me to him. I 

remember riding bikes to visit him at Jing’an Guest House on a cold day; I recall vividly a cold sore on my lip made 

me feel quite awkward.  I felt very honoured and had the feeling of being ‘received’ by the famous poet, a hero figure, 

really. As a college student, I felt lucky to be able to communicate directly with the best and most powerful poets in 

China then, and to be praised and encouraged by them. I also vaguely felt that my fate would be changed from then 

on: I was not born to stay in Shanghai as a ‘Shanghainese girl’. The stagnant, confining life in Shanghai then was too 

much for me to bear. Compared to the universities in Beijing, Fudan was relatively conservative, with a more repressed 

political consciousness and more severe self-censorship. I especially longed for Beijing and wanted to travel as far as 

possible. I felt that what I wanted to do was not something that could be accommodated by the geographical area I was 

in. At that time, I already knew that there were new poetry activities in Nanjing, Sichuan, and other places. Although 

it was still marginal vis-à-vis official mainstream culture, it was a spiritual energy that flowed across the country, an 

invisible network, interconnected activities, and I felt that I was vibrating with others in a larger context. 

Shanghai, Beijing, and Beyond

Q: Was there a difference between the edge and the centre of this vibrational current, or the community of spiritual 

energy? Was Beijing a flashpoint for this core energy back then?

A: Beijing was definitely the centre. From the April 5 Tiananmen Incident in 1976 to the introduction of Misty Po-

etry (朦胧诗) and the Stars Exhibition (星星美展) in the 1980s, these poets and artists were all interconnected, like 

the Fifth Generation director Chen Kaige (陈凯歌), who had a close relationship with the Today group. Shanghai was 
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relatively marginal. But as I travelled to other parts of the country, I found later on that there were even more margin-

al places, such as Yunnan and Hainan. People there were very much looking forward to the new poetry movement in 

Beijing and Shanghai. I remember when I travelled with friends to Wuzhi Mountain,3 a very remote place in Hainan, I 

actually encountered a local poetry lover, an employee of the cultural station there. The magazine Poetry (诗刊), pub-

lished in Beijing, was on his desk, and my debut poem was right in that issue. When he saw me, the kind of excitement 

on his face was just like that when I met Bei Dao for the first time, maybe even more so due to his really remote and 

isolated location! It was a rather strange feeling. I think a lot of people were looking for faith in a time without faith, 

something almost akin to a religious feeling. A lot of people were wandering around the country searching for ‘roots’, 

new inspirations, and kindred spirits; and religious imagery like ‘sacrifice’, ‘martyrdom’, and ‘monument’ were very 

common in poems. This began in 1976 with the April 5 Tiananmen Incident, and more than a decade later, in 1988, 

we can still see the legacy of this kind of consciousness in the ‘Survivors’ poetry society( ‘幸存者’诗社) some of us 

founded in Beijing. Generation after generation have sacrificed greatly for China’s experiments with revolution and 

modernity. Some poets went insane or committed suicide, such as Shi Zhi (食指) , Hai Zi (海子) , and Gu Cheng. Many 

voices were swallowed up by history, like waves washing away sand on the beach. In that era, we all shared some kind 

of religious imagery or imagery of ritual sacrifice and articulated it in different ways. 

Q: You have talked a lot about your memories of and feelings about that era. I remember you once said in an interview 

that you took the initiative to drop out of Fudan because you fell in love with a foreign student. Now that I think about 

it, it was not easy to get into university back then, and even though you chose to withdraw, the pressure you faced must 

have been extraordinary. In addition to suppressing your love, that incident also caused you to face important choices 

and changes in your life and career. What kind of pressure was that?

A: It was a horrific time, an absurd time, and a rupture in my personal life. Yes, the word ‘transformation’ is a bit 

lightweight, it was a kind of rupture. Years later, I looked back and realised that the incident was a very traumatic ex-

perience and caused long-term PTSD. It’s really chilling to think about it, because it was not just pressure, but more 

like persecution. In those days, falling in love with a foreigner was abnormal and even criminal, and the first ‘associa-

tions’ made by people around you were with sexual relations and political problems, followed by a whole set of moral 

discourses, which included both voyeurism and suppression. The departmental party secretary, a ‘Marxist iron lady’, 

had a talk with me and intimidated me, which is still fresh in my mind. I remember when I went to meet her as or-

dered, my heart was churning all the way. On the other hand, I was cheering myself on, young, vigorous, and defiant, 

I would take full responsibility for what I did. My relationship was a private matter, an expression of my existence, 

a declaration of myself, although I had no intention of getting married and having children. After all, I was still very 

young. The party secretary slammed the table while throwing a large bunch of keys onto it, sinisterly and cunningly 

mentioning the ‘problematic lifestyle’ of another member of the poetry society, as if our society had suddenly changed 

from a group of enthusiastic ‘May Fourth’ successors to a decadent bourgeois group! 

Q: It seems that the ‘Strike Hard’ Campaign started soon after you left.

A: Yes, it’s not just my personal story. It’s relevant to the whole era. The university officials were relentless, and my 

classmates stopped talking to me, and then there was a departmental meeting, so I knew things were bad, ha ha. I 
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was very sensible and sat in the last row with my head down, pretending to be fine. I felt like I was willing to give up 

everything, but still felt scared. After all, I was still a young girl in my early twenties and had not experienced any-

thing seriously tough. During the departmental meeting, the spirit of the leading party newspapers was conveyed first, 

followed by university and departmental affairs. Then, without naming names, they began to criticise, saying that 

someone in the department had no regard for national character and personal self-respect. Wow, such a big deal! Over-

night, I turned from a model student, both ‘red’ and professionally competent, into scum, even a blot on the ‘nation’s 

character’. The nature of my identity was determined. I had no future, at least no expectation of any job assignment 

after graduation. They knew that there were no grounds to expel me, nor had they caught me committing a crime, but 

the mental, social, and political pressure came head-on. 

Q: It was the elimination of deviants.

A: Yes, like ‘Cow demons and snake spirits’ (牛鬼蛇神).4 Luckily, I survived. In the end, I chose to drop out on my 

own, both because of the external pressure and because I was completely disappointed with such a system. When I 

first entered this first-class elite university, a school directly related to the May Fourth tradition in Shanghai, I had the 

dream and passion of becoming an investigative reporter and writer. Of course, academic life in the Department of 

Journalism was already disappointing, and the courses were not academic or professional enough and mostly political-

ly-oriented. Many students wanted to join the Party in order to work in top-tier state media organs, so they diligently 

memorised the names of the new Central Committee members, because that was part of the basic skill set of a party 

newspaper reporter. It was probably because I was so dissatisfied and uninterested in becoming a ‘mouthpiece’ that I 

started writing poetry and consciously turned to the arts, including cinema. Before I withdrew from Fudan in the sum-

mer of 1983, the Committee of the Communist Youth League at Fudan demanded that I quit the League, which I happi-

ly complied with. They recommended that I maintain regular relations with the Party through the embassy while living 

overseas. There was something very absurd about that era. Several months after dropping out, I moved to Sweden to 

study languages and film. Film has since become a very significant passion and a kind of ‘salvation’ for me, because 

the medium is more direct and ‘translatable’ than literary language. I also saw the connection between poetry and 

cinema in the films of Tarkovsky, Pasolini, and others. The two years in Sweden were an important period of personal 

growth for me. I read a lot of books, watched a lot of movies and even made a student film,5 travelled a lot, and worked 

part-time to support myself, and really matured a lot. 

Q: Did you continue to write poems after you went abroad? Did you still have any connection with the poetry scene at 

home? I remember there were many people who couldn’t write after they left the country because they didn’t have the 

environment of their native language. 

A: I still wrote many poems, but they became rather private. I still remained in contact with the poetry community in 

China, mainly through frequent correspondence (no e-mail yet). I had many exchanges with poets in Beijing like Bei 

Dao and Yang Nian, and people like Meng Lang (孟浪) and Nanfang (南方) in Shanghai, and especially Gu Cheng and 

Xie Ye (谢烨), with whom I had a lot of correspondence and exchanges of poems. 

Q: The poetry world in China underwent great changes in 1985 and 1986, with the so-called ‘Third Generation’ poets 
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emerging, including Han Dong (韩东), Yu Jian (于坚), and the ‘Non-nonism’ poets (‘非非’诗人). Some researchers and 

poetry editors also classified you as a ‘Third Generation’ poet or a ‘post-misty poet’ (后朦胧诗人). I remember that a 

‘New Poetry Groups Exhibition’ (现代诗群体大展) co-sponsored by Shenzhen Youth Daily (深圳青年报) and Anhui’s 

Poetry Daily (诗歌报) was jointly organised and edited by Xu Jingya (徐敬亚) and Meng Lang in August 1986, which 

‘exhibited’ (i.e. published) the works of more than 100 poets. You were also included. 

A: Yes, thanks to the Shanghai poet Meng Lang. The poems submitted to the exhibition were composed in Sweden. 

There weren’t many of them, and they were later also included in The Collection of the Chinese Modernist Poetry 

Group 1986-1988 (中国现代主义诗群大观1986-1988), compiled by Xu Jingya and Meng Lang and published by Tong-

ji University Press in Shanghai. Interestingly, some of my poems were also published in other journals in China at that 

time. Although there was no major political reason, I had inadvertently become a ‘poet in exile’ or a diaspora poet. 

Q: ‘Poets in exile’? This concept of a group of poets only really gathered strength after 1989, right?

A: Yes, the concept of ‘poets in exile’ became more poignant after 1989. However, there were already many poets who 

were able to travel abroad to participate in international poetry festivals and interact with foreign poets in the early and 

mid-1980s. That is to say, diasporic writing, publishing, and communication had already emerged before 1989, though 

it did not necessarily mean residing abroad permanently. Poetry writing had a more international and open platform, 

and thus poetic ideas and forms undermining narrow-minded politics and nationalism began to emerge. I have a strong 

impression that it was only after Bei Dao went abroad in the mid-1980s that he began to advocate aesthetic and linguis-

tic styles beyond political rhetoric, which was a big transformation.

Q: I think it was because the Misty Poetry (朦胧诗) in China, although emerging, was suppressed and regarded as he-

retical at that time, with the implication that it was ‘underground literature’. The Misty Poets had a very heated debate 

with the older generation of poets, literary theorists, and literary critics. At that time, mainstream literary theory still 

believed that literature should serve (official) politics. Although there had been some political shifts, the theory of lit-

erature was still stagnant.

A: Yes, I remember that there was another group of people in Shanghai at that time who had already turned to the so-

called ‘Reform Poetry’ (改革诗歌), which carried a stronger flavour of daily life, depicting the emerging commercial 

culture, the ordinary people on the street. They wrote about some new subjects, as well as personal matters, neither 

very direct and politically sharp, nor propaganda subjects in the traditional sense. These poems set a precedent for the 

‘new mainstream’—in step with the times and changing mores and tastes but politically safe.

Poetics of Exile

Q: This kind of writing met a new demand which catered to domestic politics at that time, which means that there ac-

tually existed writing for various contexts. But what is more interesting is that after several Misty Poets left the coun-

try, their poetry was regarded as political, and they became political dissidents in a very awkward position. It should be 

said that ‘exile’ is a very complex psychological state, not a simple confrontation with domestic politics.
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A: The situation of ‘exile’ is indeed very complicated, and at that time it also involved the issue of identifying with the 

poets and literary scholars in exile in Eastern Europe. Many things happened during that time, and the internal divi-

sions of the poetry world became very complex, so it is not possible to generalise.

Q: ‘Exile’ is a very interesting topic to investigate. For example, the ‘Survivors’ club in Beijing in 1988, which you 

mentioned earlier, was also very closely related to the word ‘exile’. At that time, the concepts of ‘exile’ and ‘survival’ 

in China were actually related to the state of culture and the survival of individual poets in China.

A: I returned to China in 1985 and lived in Beijing. I was very lucky because it was a time of a ‘mini-spring’ for Bei-

jing culture. I got to meet old and new friends as several generations of poets and artists overlapped spatially. Bei Dao 

and Gu Cheng had not yet left, and I was the same age and close in experience to the post-Misty Poets, and poets from 

Shanghai and elsewhere often came to Beijing. I was also living in the foreign diplomats’ compound at the time due to 

my husband’s job, so my home in Sanlitun became a stop-over place and an art salon and even exhibition space. Dur-

ing my three years in Beijing, I wrote a lot of poems and convened and participated in a lot of activities, but they were 

not as dramatic as those on-campus activities with a large public. Instead, they were small, salon-style activities. The 

event venues changed frequently, with gatherings at the homes of the poets, Mang Ke’s (芒克), Duo Duo’s (多多), and 

Ma Gaoming’s (马高明), college campuses, as well as the apartments of some diplomats and international correspond-

ents interested in the arts. The activities included poetry readings, music recitals, and performances of experimental 

plays, and art exhibitions. It was like a moving festival. People were intentionally or unintentionally participating in 

various social trends of ‘cultural reflection’ (文化反思) and ‘cultural root-searching’ (文化寻根), only it did not feel 

like a ‘movement’ as it did in the early 1980s.

Q: You were in Beijing for three years from 1985 to 1988, which was again a relatively important period in the devel-

opment of contemporary poetry, before what happened in 1989. It’s very interesting that your experience is linked to 

the ups and downs of contemporary poetry.

A: The three-year period in Beijing was also important to me. I got to know Duo Duo quite well because of our shared 

interest in film; we also had many similarities in terms of our poetry and philosophy of life. Duo Duo’s day job was 

as a reporter for the Farmers’ Daily (农民日报). At that time many poets seemed to have jobs as journalists in order to 

survive, ha ha. Ironically, as someone who ought to have been a journalist, I could not work as a Chinese journalist an-

ymore. I remember in the spring of 1988, when there was a very strong dust storm in Beijing, Duo Duo rode his bicycle 

to meet me after he got off work and we chatted at the back gate of the Workers’ Stadium. At the time my husband and 

I were already planning to leave Beijing for Japan. Personally, I was actually reluctant to leave because I had my own 

group of friends and a decent job. More importantly, I could continue to write and communicate in my native language. 

But something told me that it was time to move on. I was working in the Beijing office of Time Magazine and knew a 

lot about the political changes happening. The cultural policy had already shown signs of ‘retreat’ in 1988, such as the 

campaign against ‘bourgeois liberalisation’, the campaign against ‘spiritual pollution’, and the crackdown on experi-

mental literature and art. There was a growing feeling of desolation. Duo Duo was very sensitive. He felt that major 

changes were on the way, and something big was going to happen. By then Gu Cheng and Xie Ye had already left, and 

several others, leaving only very few so-called ‘survivors’. Of course, the real ‘survivors’ were those who survived af-
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ter 1989; back then we were only ‘survivors’ in a spiritual and intellectual sense. I remember clearly the conversation 

with Duo Duo at the back door of the Workers’ Stadium. The taste of the sandy wind, the yellow colour of the sky, the 

extremely wide-open area at the back door of the stadium, the rush and haste of the bicycle flow at the end of the day: 

everything in that scene has been frozen in my mind. I returned to Beijing last winter and stayed with a friend in the 

area called Happy Village. Wow, it was so bustling and ‘modern’, and everything had changed! That meeting and what 

I registered at the Worker’s Stadium was my farewell to Beijing, and to an era. The 1980s ended there. I was living in 

Tokyo in the spring of 1989, feeling that I had left Beijing too soon and missed the opportunity to witness history. I 

remember that Bei Ling 贝岭, who was already in exile in the U.S., was calling me twice a day, asking me to go back 

together. But we did not make it. 

Q: What were your plans?

A: I wanted to be a part of the movement, to participate with my friends, with readers of our poetry, rather than being 

an outsider. It was the hope of building a new type of ‘nation’ or community through poetry. Poetry is inseparable from 

politics and society. Even the very personal poems that I wrote in Sweden I feel were related to that sense of communi-

ty. At that time, I did not care whether my poems were published in the mainstream Chinese poetry magazines or not, 

because the poetic spirit of these magazines was already exhausted, and they were full of long, dry work. Some of my 

work was published in Beijing Spring (北京之春) and Chinese Intellectuals (知识分子), so I became a member of the 

expatriate writers’ community.

Q: During the Beijing period, were some of your poems also published in Poetry Daily (诗歌报) and Poetry Wave (诗

潮)?

A: I can’t remember clearly. The one published in China (中国), edited by Ding Ling 丁玲, was probably ‘Cat in a 

Friend’s House’ (朋友家里的猫), because Bei Dao edited that issue and he liked it so much that he insisted on includ-

ing it. At that time, not many poems of mine were published in China because I purposely didn’t submit them. The 

ones that were, were at the invitation of friends.

Q: When you were in Beijing, you seemed to be closely involved with the poets from Today. Did you have any interac-

tion with third-generation poets? Or poets from Sichuan?

A: Not many, but I had interactions with Lao Mu (老木), Xi Chuan (西川), Hei Dachun (黑大春), and a few others, 

and I met Hai Zi at Mang Ke’s place. The biggest benefit during the Beijing period was the opportunity to travel to Si-

chuan, Yunnan, and Guizhou and meet some poets and avant-garde artists. In Chengdu I met Wan Xia (万夏), Bo Hua 

(柏桦), or maybe Zhong Ming (钟鸣)? I can’t remember the names of others now.

Leopard on the Apple Tree

Q: What about interactions with contemporary female poets?
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A: Zhai Yongming (翟永明) is a poet I admire. I sent my poems to her from Beijing but did not hear back from her. 

I only met Zhai for the first time at the Chinese New Independent Film Festival in New York in 2007. I didn’t know 

many female poets other than those nearby, and didn’t have direct, specific interactions, but more of a spiritual con-

nection, and mainly through letters, as well as Cui Weiping’s (崔卫平) edited volume, Leopard on the Apple Tree: An 

Anthology of Women’s Poetry (苹果上的豹：女性诗卷, 1993), which made me feel a part of the group of female poets.

Q: Have you ever interacted with Lu Yimin (陆忆敏) from Shanghai, Tang Yaping (唐亚平) from Guizhou, and Yi Lei 

(伊蕾) from Tianjin, for example?

A: I met Lu Yimin during the poetry activities on Shanghai college campuses in the early 1980s. In the mid-1980s I 

met Tang Yaping in Guizhou, and in Kunming, Yunnan, I met Zhang Xian (张献), an avant-garde theatre artist, Zhang 

Xiaping (张夏平), a painter, and Zhang Ci (张慈), who wrote fiction [the last two later appeared in Wu Wenguang’s 

吴文光 1990 independent documentary Bumming in Beijing (流浪北京) and subsequently immigrated to Europe and 

America, respectively]. My close friends were not always poets, but more often pioneering artists working in different 

media. 

Q: In The Leopard on the Apple Tree, Cui Weiping placed you in the group of ‘feminist poets’. What do you think 

about that? At the peak of your creativity in the 1980s, did you feel that your writing had a strong gender conscious-

ness?

A: I think I had this consciousness and I agreed with Cui Weiping’s editorial philosophy. As I understand it, some 

female poets and writers are generally less willing to label themselves ‘feminist’. They prefer to be seen as on a par 

with male writers and be able to express the same ideas of grand history and big themes. At that time, I had not been 

systematically exposed to much feminist theory, but I had read a lot of women’s poetry and other writings, such as the 

Finnish poet Edith Södergran, who wrote in Swedish. I very much identified with her instinctive feminism, which was 

a very direct and embodied feminism in the modernist style.

Q: Was Södergran’s poetry that you read at the time in Swedish or English?

A: It was in Swedish. This had to do with my boyfriend at the time. He was an international student, a poetry lover 

who came to our poetry society events. He was the one who introduced me to Swedish poets, especially Södergran. We 

were probably the first people to translate her poems into Chinese.

Q: So this was much earlier than Bei Dao’s translation of her poems?

A: Yeah, Bei Dao’s translation began in the late 1980s, when he started translating her poems into English through the 

Sinologist Göran Malmqvist (1924-2019). My boyfriend admired Södergran very much. He thought that my poems had 

some similarities to hers and introduced her work to me. Later on, some scholars compared me with Södergran, but in 

fact I was completely unaware of her at first. 
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Q: Södergran’s poetry is very direct and strong in terms of language and style.

A: Through Södergran, I understood something about the spirit of modernism and modern philosophy on the margins. 

It was something grounded in the Nordic countries, the freezing cold and the heavy snow, not in the bars of Paris, that 

bohemian, bourgeois, romantic, Left Bank stuff. The originality of Södergran’s poetry was a very strong stimulus for 

my creative energy. 

Q: Later, when you went to Tokyo and then to the United States, did you still pay attention to contemporary foreign 

poetry and the poetry of foreign female poets?

A: I paid some attention to it, but not intentionally or extensively. Poetry is more of a way of being for me than a career 

or profession. I stopped saying that I wanted to be a poet and kind of gave it up as a vocation. After leaving Fudan, my 

original planned path from prestigious university student to famous journalist was cut off, ha ha. With an unknown 

future hanging over me, I had to start all over again, learning the languages and skills for life. For several years I was 

very confused, very insecure, not knowing what I was going to do. Even when I studied filmmaking, it was not clear at 

first what I could do with it, and it seemed impossible that I would have a career in film given the enormous challenges 

as a new immigrant lacking all kinds of resources. Film and film studies was more like a place where I could learn to 

speak more freely, and it slowly replaced poetry as a medium for me to express myself directly.

 ‘International Youth’ 

Q: You mentioned that you decided to give up poetry, or give up the idea of being a professional poet. Did you mean 

giving up becoming a poet in general? Did this sense of giving up come out of thin air, or was there a slow process of 

transformation? 

A: It was a slow process and it was subconscious. Let’s put it this way, at that time I was able to travel freely, self-fund-

ed, so I went to some poetry festivals, such as the Rotterdam Poetry Festival, which Bei Dao and Shu Ting both at-

tended. Although I was not officially invited, I also went on my own and participated in some activities, because I 

had dreamed of and yearned for that kind of poetry mecca while I was still in China. However, there weren’t many 

moments at these events which particularly moved me. I didn’t feel like I could get into their context. There were many 

poets and everyone could get on stage and read poetry. But in the early 1980s, I still had a more sacred understanding 

of poetry. The poets of Today were the big stars and spiritual leaders, and I was the little star on campus. But these ac-

tivities abroad began to shift my understanding of the function and ontology of poetry. On the other hand, my personal 

identity started to become blurred. After leaving China, I began to realise that I was not a poet in exile coming from 

China. I was not seen as a political spokesman coming from a distant, repressed country like Gu Cheng, Bei Dao, or 

Shu Ting, but just a rootless individual who did not represent any political factor. As an individual, should I write in 

Chinese? Or Swedish? Or English? It was all a matter of choice. If I continued to write in Chinese, how would I enter 

local poetic circles? How would I enter local culture? I also translated my poetry into Swedish, but the process was 

fatiguing. It was hard to convey yourself accurately and directly, as well as for others to define you: are you an immi-

grant? Or a poet in exile from China? In short, there was no definite position. 
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Of course, I was young and not eager to pin down my position; there were many things to learn, and I needed to open 

myself up. During that summer when I studied English in London, I met students from all over the world. We had par-

ties together, danced disco, watched films, were very happy. At that time, I hoped to be one of them, a normal ‘interna-

tional youth’, ha ha, an ‘international youth’ who could speak many languages. I wanted to learn everything, English, 

Japanese, French, and had to go back to college, do my homework, and survive. Therefore, if I were to be a Chinese 

poet, it would feel like locking myself inside a format, floating in the air and unable to land, like Gu Cheng. So, I 

chose to ‘land’. As I wrote in the poem ‘Arrival’, the dream-like flight needs to find a landing, which could be a soft 

landing, or may not be a landing at all, and it may also need to take off again and re-land many times, which becomes 

a process of restarting, re-learning, rediscovering oneself, and going back to the ABCs, especially going back to the 

ABCs of language learning. The process of learning new languages also gave me a new understanding of the language 

of poetry. I was confident in my native language because I was very good at the humanities, and I could also write 

experimental and new poetry. I thought I could master, transform, and recreate its form, but now no one around you 

speaks Chinese, or transforms and experiments with it. I remember once when tutoring Chinese to several China-born 

immigrant students, I realised that my own native language was very different from theirs, and that my poetry held 

no meaning for them at all. These experiences had a great impact on my subliminal desire to not be a ‘Chinese poet’ 

and gradually made me less confident in writing in my mother tongue, because even though I could master it and even 

shape it, whom would I be writing for? Such an environment was actually a kind of obstruction for me, so I turned 

from a person who recited in public into a person who wrote in a closet … I cried a lot, because the experience of em-

igration at the beginning was very painful, and I cried and wrote behind closed doors. The loss of my early poems, 

diaries, and letters was also related to this sense of instability and ‘temporariness’, as there was no place to store them, 

and no space to store my native language. 

American Education: Rediscovering Cinema

Q: After all these years of study, like you said, as an international youth, now you are in a more permanent position in 

academia, with knowledge of literary and film theory. You have also started writing again. Are you writing in English 

or Chinese? In this country, do you ever feel you could start writing Chinese poetry again? 

A: Now is indeed the time to embrace one’s native language and start writing again. Although the temporary nature of 

diasporic life has not really changed, the intervals between take-off and landing have become longer. Whereas before I 

had to pack and unpack every two or three years, now the cycle is perhaps eight or nine years. I also have a child now 

and must face the problem of teaching him my native tongue. In the process of teaching him Chinese, I have discov-

ered a distance between myself and the language. The language of academic Chinese is manageable for me, because it 

was westernised once during the May Fourth period, and again since the 1980s, so the academic language of both sides 

can be translated directly. But the language of children and the language of daily life need real flesh and blood and a 

lived linguistic environment. This has required me to search again. So, the first question is, what is my Chinese now-

adays? Is it the language I knew in the ‘80s? Or is it the new language of the changing China of today? … I remember 

meeting those young literature lovers from the 1980s, the readers of my early poems, some of whom are now the back-

bone of independent filmmaking. Meeting them years later felt like walking on a bridge between the past and the pres-

ent. The poems I wrote, the words I sent out, seemed to find me again, as if I were hearing the echoes of history. 
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In the 1990s, when I was studying in the United States, I often returned to China to visit my family, researching my 

dissertation on early Shanghai cinema, and meeting friends, such as Cui Weiping and Shen Rui. I also participated in 

the poetry recital hosted by Ma Gaoming in Chaoyang Park in 1993. It was a very hot day. We drank beer and chatted 

until the park gate was closed, so we got out by climbing the wall, ha ha. It was the last time I participated in this kind 

of ‘underground’ poetry recital in China. Later on, poetry was in the doldrums, as the tide of economic reform came 

up and poetry was washed away. However, I feel that poetry activities have become more active again in recent years.

Q: After 1989, before 1995, there was a period of four or five years when, although some people left, others kept writ-

ing and still published poems in Today. Then came the Internet era of poetry. 

A: Yeah, it was like in 1995, 1996, when I became aware of the existence of online poetry and online poetry maga-

zines. The first North American online poetry journal was probably Olive Tree (橄榄树). 

Q: It was Olive Tree. It started as a pure poetry magazine, and after Ma Lan 马兰 took over as editor, it became a com-

prehensive literary webzine of poetry, prose, and drama.

A: Later there was New World (新大陆) and all that. Today has recently gotten an online version, as well as Tendency 

(倾向). By the way, my poetry-related activities in the United States are mainly related to these two publications, so I 

was not exactly lonely. I felt the loneliest in Sweden as a new immigrant. After arriving in the United States, the situa-

tion was better. Bei Dao stayed in the United States, living near Chicago and Michigan, and we often met. I was also in 

touch with Bei Ling, Xue Di (雪迪), and Meng Lang on the East Coast, at Brown University and in Boston.

Q: Are there other aspects to your research on new contemporary poetry besides your research on Gu Cheng and Chen 

Jingrong (陈敬容)? Did this research have any influence on your poetry and your writing?

A: I first studied comparative literature at the University of Iowa from 1991 to 1993. For my quite lengthy master’s 

thesis, ‘Poetics of Exile’, I wrote about Chinese new cinema and new poetry, about Today and the Misty Poetry, fe-

male poets Zhai Yongming and Tang Yaping. At that time, many people were doing narrative studies with cinema and 

fiction. I focused more on the poetic spirit in the new cinema, and the pursuit of new auditory and visual imagery in 

cinema, which was also the pursuit of poetry of the time. There was a chapter on female poets and female directors 

of the Fourth and Fifth Generations like Huang Shuqin (黄蜀琴) and Hu Mei (胡玫), and how they consciously tried 

to explore the cultural space of feminism in the making. As I took a poetry theory course as an elective and had also 

written a term paper on Emily Dickinson’s poetry, I read her work from cover to cover. The teacher was a student of 

Paul de Man from Yale University and so was a scholar of New Criticism. I was happy when I selected the course, but 

ended up learning nothing meaningful and felt that New Criticism was very empty.

Q: New Criticism itself is rather formalist, not tied to something political or cultural.

A: So I went back to study film theory and Deleuze’s philosophy. Deleuze inspired me a lot because his writings 
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bridged poetry and film for me. Psychoanalysis has also influenced me a lot. It was a coincidence that I later met Pro-

fessor Gregory B. Lee at the University of Chicago, where he was teaching our Chinese literature class. Following him, 

I relearned new poetry, reread May Fourth poetry, and caught up on some female traditions of classical poetry, and so 

I did a study of Chen Jingrong’s poetry … I learned that the personal and the historical are important in the collective 

discourse of feminism. I wanted to continue this research and investigate the historical and cultural origins of vernacu-

lar poetry in relation to modernity. But then Gregory B. Lee left, and I rediscovered film. I also met new mentors, one 

of them was Miriam Hansen.6 Her specialty was film studies and modernist theories of media and mass culture, and 

she really opened my eyes. Interestingly, she also studied poetry first, Ezra Pound, and was an expert on Walter Benja-

min. Through her, I began to connect the issues that I cared about—politics, modernity, visuality, and feminism. 

Working with Miriam Hansen I felt that I was able to re-synthesise the formalist, aesthetic, political, and the cultural, 

which are really inseparable. In addition to her, there were other very good teachers from whom I learned a lot. At that 

time, the University of Chicago also had a ‘cultural mini-spring’, serving as a centre for cultural criticism, cultural 

studies, and film and media studies. I learned a lot about early cinema, comparative film history, literary theory, cul-

tural theory, art history, and anthropology during my time there from 1993 to 1998. The interdisciplinary cultural vibe 

was very inspiring. In fact, entering academia and becoming a film scholar was not my initial ambition. When I wrote 

poetry back in Shanghai, I never thought I would become an academic. Being a scholar, working behind closed doors 

and studying things that are sprinkled with dust, seemed to be completely different from my personality and tempera-

ment. 

The result of more than a decade on the ‘knowledge seeking’ path led me here, ‘reading a million books and travel a 

million miles’. I seemed to finally have found my destination, like tributaries flowing into the sea. Previously, these 

tributaries were unrelated: writing poetry was writing poetry, being a journalist was being a journalist, and my interest 

in popular culture was only an interest—I have always been interested in popular culture. Growing up in Shanghai, I 

had an intimate knowledge of commercial culture, fashion, everyday life, and even in the most depressing days, there 

were always many elements of the ‘vernacular modernist’ discourse that I later developed in my scholarship. They 

were passed down through the tastes of the previous generations, not only to the social elite, but also through the un-

derground concerts and dance parties I attended. This made me feel that those so-called ‘vulgar’ things were in fact 

related to the modernist culture I was pursuing. After so many years of study, being exposed to film, Södergran, Dick-

inson, Baudelaire, classical Chinese poetry, European art film, and popular culture, at different stages of life, all of a 

sudden it seemed to be all connected! I was also enlightened, and there was no longer a rigid division between classical 

and modern, modernist and non-modernist, highbrow and lowbrow. Also, I began to understand the attempts at the 

beginning of Chinese modern poetry, and why it was necessary to adopt colloquial and vernacular language. At that 

time, I put a lot of energy into writing my doctoral dissertation, and also had to seek a job position. At the same time, I 

felt that I had learned a lot and had something to say, and it was time to give back to society. 

Where is the Echoing Wall of Poetry?

I think the reason I didn’t go on to do poetry studies was probably because, on the one hand, film studies gave me a 

sense of critical distance and didn’t require a direct elaboration of poetry; on the other hand, I had acquired a better 
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grasp of film. In the meantime, the number of poems I wrote also decreased. Now there is very little time for poetry 

writing because of all the responsibilities I have, but I still feel that I cannot give up creative writing entirely because it 

has given me the strength to survive for so many years. It requires self-discipline, whether writing poetry or anything 

else. I still remember how Gu Cheng encouraged me. He said, if you want to write, write more, write a hundred or 

two hundred poems. If you stop writing for a long time, it becomes more difficult to return to the mood and rhythm of 

writing. When you write less, the distance from the language becomes wider. If you speak and touch a language often, 

you can still keep its texture, pulse, and rhythm. 

I know a few Chinese poets who have applied and gone to some art ‘colonies’ which makes me envious. If I were 

locked up for two weeks or a month, maybe I’d write a whole collection of poems, ha ha! I still wish I could start writ-

ing poetry again. Reading your work also feels like a shortcut and a fast track for me, to touch again an ‘echoing wall’ 

of poetry. I have studied several languages, but it is not easy to really master a language like a native speaker. It is very 

difficult to use a foreign language to genuinely express oneself and to convince others. Isn’t there a joke about that? 

If you start dreaming in that language, you’re really getting into it. No matter how proficient I am in English, it is not 

the same feeling as using my mother tongue (which is actually Shanghainese), but it is more natural to use English in 

my daily life now because in a certain sense I have become a New Yorker. Chinese is important, but it is not the only 

language in my life anymore. I am a Swedish citizen and I go there and speak Swedish frequently as well. I live in a 

multilingual environment. For me, China is no longer a permanent foothold, though it is still a home in a sense and an 

important landing place for me. 

I think the tragedy of Gu Cheng is, in a certain sense, related to this more interconnected as well as fragmented world, 

and shifting definitions of homeland and national literature and culture. It is precisely due to these pluralistic, transnation-

al, and translocal formations, that newer meanings and definitions are given to national and geo-political issues, enriching 

and complicating them. At the same time, while communication and travel have become more convenient, national bor-

ders and national identities still exist in internal and external contention. Many people are still unable to speak or travel 

freely; some are in jail for their writings and views. In today’s world, where is the echoing wall of poetry? 

Notes
1  This article is translated and adapted from a conversation with poets and critics Zhou Zan 周瓒 and Sun Yi 伊索尔 in New 

York, October 2008. It was originally published in New Poetry Review (新诗评论), June 2011, Peking University Press.
2  This refers to 梦中楼阁 (Dream Loft), in the women poets’ series from Chunfeng Wenyi Press, Changchun, 1997.

3  I was attracted to this place because of the legend about the women soldiers there in the 1920s-30s, which had a huge impact on 
my generation thanks to the model ballet film Red Detachment of Women (红色娘子军, dir. Pan Wenzhan 潘文展and Fu Jie 付杰, 

1970) during the Cultural Revolution. 

4  This was a phrase commonly used during the Cultural Revolution to stigmatise perceived class enemies. 

5  I attended a film making course and made a 20-minute experimental film called Mellanrum in Swedish (‘interstice’ or ‘space in 
between’) on Super 8 stock. It incorporated several of my poems.

6  A highly influential film scholar and theorist of her generation, Miriam Hansen passed away in February 2011. For more on her 
influence on my work and her friendship with me, see my essay, ‘Acupuncture of Time (Fragments for a Memoir of the Pres-

ent)’, Feminist Media History (Spring 2021), 7 (2): 188-213. 


